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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND REGENERATION COMMITTEE

 
AGENDA

 
31st Meeting, 2013 (Session 4)

 
Wednesday 4 December 2013

 
The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in Committee Room 2.
 
1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether to

take items 4, 5, 6 and 7 in private.
 
2. Commission on Strengthening Local Democracy in Scotland: The

Committee will take evidence on the work of the Commission on Strengthening
Local Democracy in Scotland from members of the Commission—

 
Councillor David O'Neill, Chair of the Commission;
 
Councillor Rhondda Geekie, Member of the Commission;
 
Councillor Maggie Chapman, Member of the Commission;
 
Councillor Drew Hendry, Member of the Commission;
 
Louise MacDonald, Member of the Commission;
 
Geoff Mawdsley, Member of the Commission;
 
Reverend Ewan Aitken, Member of the Commission;
 
Adam Stewart, Secretariat to the Commission.
 

3. Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland: The
Committee  will  take  evidence  on  the  annual  report  of  the  Commissioner  for
Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland from—

 
D. Stuart Allan, Public Standards Commissioner for Scotland, and Helen
Hayne, Investigations Manager, Commission for Ethical Standards in
Public Life in Scotland.
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4. Commission on Strengthening Local Democracy in Scotland: The
Committee will consider the evidence received.

 
5. Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life: The Committee will

consider the evidence received. 
 
6. Housing (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will consider its approach to the

Housing (Scotland) Bill.
 
7. National Planning Framework and Scottish Planning Policy: The Committee

will consider its approach to scrutiny of the forthcoming draft National Planning
Framework and revised Scottish Planning Policy, along with planning issues
relevant to community regeneration. 

 
 

David Cullum
Clerk to the Local Government and Regeneration Committee

Room T3.60
The Scottish Parliament

Edinburgh
Tel: 0131 348 5223

Email: david.cullum@scottish.parliament.uk
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The papers for this meeting are as follows—
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Background information for Local Government and Regeneration Committee 

4 December 2013 

 

What we are doing 

As Scotland’s first Commission on Strengthening Local Democracy, we want to put local people at 

the heart of Scotland’s democratic future.  We have come together from across local government, 

civic society, and elsewhere to understand why local services and local accountability matter, and 

what can be done to strengthen local democracy in the future.   

 

We believe that our work is innovative, ambitious, and is breaking the mould.  Our Commission is 

Scotland’s first chance to look at what better democracy means for government at all levels, 

maximise the benefit of local services and accountability in modern Scotland, and debate the kind 

of system needed to deliver our vision for the future. 

 

Our starting point is that we believe that improving lives in our communities means empowering 

local democracy and letting local people decide on their priorities, their services, and their 

spending.   That is why we want to ensure that local services, decision making and accountability is 

stronger in the future, regardless of the outcome of the Referendum next year.   

 

That thinking is important because much of the debate about Scotland’s future has focused largely 

on decentralisation to Scotland rather than decentralisation and self-governance within Scotland.    

 

We aim to turn that situation around.  Scotland’s constitutional future is important, but for people 

in Scotland we believe that the real difference will not be felt in the internal workings of Holyrood 

or Westminster.  However we recognise that there will be a new situation in this country and that 

we must use it to strengthen democracy, find ways of making communities better and solve 

problems locally.   The real job, we believe, is therefore to affect, for the better, services and 

accountability for people locally and debate the kind of architecture and governance needed to 

deliver our vision for the future.   

 

Encouragingly, as we approach the Referendum we are witnessing a growing appetite across 

Scotland for this kind of discussion.  That is why we want to expose our thinking to a wider 

audience, develop detail and evidence, and for the first time bring people together with a common 

resolve to make recommendations for the future. 

 

How we are working 

We realise that there is a lot to play for and that is why we want to focus on real change as well as 

influence change elsewhere.   

 

We have, of course, begun our work with some principles.  The focus of the Commission is not on 

bolstering local government, promoting or protecting our boundaries, or trying to grab new 

powers; it is to prove a long held value that greater local democracy delivers better outcomes for 

local people.  We believe that delivering and deciding on services locally matters, because 

experience has shown that it is the only truly effective way of getting things done.  Over many 

decades Scotland has tried top down centralisation, but deep rooted problems still persist.  Across 
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Europe, we know that the opposite approach has often been pursued, and we believe that it may 

be no coincidence that our European neighbours are often more successful at improving 

outcomes.  We therefore want to explore whether real results in relation to long term inequalities 

in health, education, or employment can be achieved through a more local approach.      

 

The work of the Commission is also passionately about our aspirations for local democracy, not 

about party politics.  We are unified by a belief in social justice, improving outcomes and reducing 

inequality.  In fact we recognise that issues of local democracy are at the heart of the broader 

debate about the type of country we want to live in, the balance we strike between citizen, 

community and government, and how we manage local diversity, choice and variation.  

 

There are 20 Commission members, who together reflect a wide variety of backgrounds, 

professions and perspectives. Our membership comprises equal numbers of local government and 

other representatives, and includes senior membership from all of the political parties represented 

within local government in Scotland.    Further details are attached at Appendix 1. 

 

To further promote our emphasis on transparency and independence of thought, the Commission 

is also operating independently of any organisation, and will own its evidence, report and 

conclusions.  It is also being supported through a dedicated secretariat.  A website, 

www.localdemocracy.info, has been established to provide information about the Commission’s 

mission, help collect evidence and share findings. 

 

Evidence and Information Gathering 

As a Commission, we believe that local services and local accountability matter.  But we have more 

to do to expose our thinking and test it with others who have an interest in Scotland’s democracy.  

That is why we are undertaking a robust assessment of the evidence base and asking for views and 

evidence about what happens now, and what the future might be.   

 

As an initial step, the Commission widely distributed some initial questions, and is already receiving 

views and evidence from across the country.  We hope that the Local Government and 

Regeneration Committee, like others who are interested in strong and effective democracy, will be 

making the most of this opportunity to put their views forward by the closing date on 20 

December.  Further details of how to do so can be found at: www.localdemocracy.info/call-for-

evidence/   

 

All submissions are being independently analysed and collated, and a summary report will 

published in early 2014.  This information will help start the debate, but the Commission has no 

intention of stopping there.  We want this to be an ongoing conversation and over the next few 

months are putting in place an array of different ways to meet people and organisations, and 

discuss their ideas. We are also taking great care to ensure that this process is reassuring about 

transparency, and is capable of not just absorbing the evidence that adds value to our values, but 

that may also challenge our thinking and lead it into new territory. 

 

To deliver that objective, we are putting in place a wide range of events, panel discussions and 

survey work in early 2014.  We have also asked people and organisations themselves how we 

should go about this so that we are building our engagement around what works for them.  We 

recognise that this process is vital if the Commission is to be engaged in gathering and balancing 

views, and developing coherent theories that use the evidence to come to conclusions.   
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Key Outputs 

Our terms of reference (attached at Appendix 2) provide significant scope to explore themes, 

collect evidence, and make recommendations.  Our overall purpose is to “Identify a route map to 

deliver the full benefits of a shift in power towards local people in Scotland” and we are working to 

address three objectives: 

 

1) Demonstrate why a local approach to services and accountability is needed in Scotland’s 

communities  

2) Consider the current landscape of democracy in Scotland and how this could be strengthened and 

enriched to benefit local people most   

3) Set out recommendations that would set a course for putting stronger local democracy at the 

heart of Scotland’s constitutional future   

 

Those objectives are likely to be delivered in two phases. The first phase aims to bring the evidence 

together about what is being achieved, and use this to make an initial assessment of what might 

be done to strengthen local democracy in the future.  We expect this phase to be completed in 

spring 2014.   The second phase of work is to explore what is required to deliver those benefits in 

Scotland, and make practical recommendations in summer 2014. 

 

We hope that the Commission’s findings will be highly influential in setting out a medium to long 

term route map for stronger democracy in Scotland.  In doing so, the Commission will be able to 

look beyond existing systems of government at all levels.     It is possible that in doing so we also 

identify shorter term opportunities that can be taken forward more quickly.    

 

How the Local Government and Regeneration Committee can help 

We believe that there is clear case for using the debate about Scotland’s constitutional debate to 

focus on strengthening local democracy in Scotland.    Just as the whole of local government has 

already rallied around that vision for the future, so too do we hope that the Scottish Government 

and politicians at all levels will do so too. 

 

We also understand that within a more locally driven Scotland, there are issues about community 

representation, third sector organisations, participative democracy and representative democracy 

which have to be carefully worked through.  It is unlikely that how things are done now will be 

entirely right for the new situation post Referendum.  However, all of this also suggests that strong 

and effective local democracy is an issue for the whole system of government in Scotland.  In other 

words, positive change is as much about what national government does or doesn’t do, as it is 

about what local government does. 

 

We are inviting the Committee to get behind that approach, use its influence to help promote our 

work, and to bring its experience and evidence to bear on our considerations.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

COMMISSION ON STRENGTHENING LOCAL DEMOCRACY 

Verity House, 19 Haymarket Yards, Edinburgh EH12 5BH   

0131 474 9200    commission@localdemocracy.info    www.localdemocracy.info   
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APPENDIX 1 

 

MEMBERSHIP 

 

Councillor David O’Neill

President of COSLA and Chair of the 
Commission

Councillor Michael Cook

Vice President of COSLA 

Professor Richard Kerley

Professor of Management, Queen 
Margaret University

Councillor Rhondda Geekie

Scottish Labour Group and Leader of 
East Dunbartonshire Council

Pam Duncan

Disability Rights Activist and Adviser

Councillor Steven Heddle

Convener of Orkney Islands Council 
and representing Our Islands Our 

Future

Councillor Maggie Chapman

Scottish Green Group  

Alf Young

Writer, broadcaster and journalist

Calum Irving

Chief Executive, Voluntary Action 
Scotland

Councillor Angus Campbell

Independent Group and Leader of 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar

Grahame Smith

General Secretary, STUC

Louise Macdonald

Chief Executive, Young Scot

Allan Rennie

Editor in Chief, Scottish Daily Record 
and Sunday Mail

Geoff Mawdsley

Director, Reform Scotland

Councillor Drew Hendry 

SNP Group and Leader of The 
Highland Council

Councillor Gordon Matheson 

Leader of Glasgow City Council and 
representing the Scottish Cities 

Alliance  

Rev. Ewan Aitken

Representing views of faith groups 
across Scotland 

Councillor Allan Wright

Scottish Conservative Group and 
Leader of Moray Council

Jeremy Smith

Former Secretary General, Council of 
European Municipalities and Regions

Councillor Martin Kitts-Hayes

Liberal Democrat Group and Deputy 
Leader of Aberdeenshire Council  
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APPENDIX 2 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 

Context 

Scottish local government has adopted a vision that focuses on improving local democracy as the 

route to better outcomes, and is putting this at the heart of all of its work.  The COSLA Convention 

has agreed to establish Scotland’s first Commission on Strengthening Local Democracy to pursue 

that vision.  It will bring people together with a common resolve to consider how local democracy 

and accountability in Scotland might be improved and empowered, and provide advice on what is 

needed for that to happen. 

 

Remit 

The overall purpose of the Commission is to: 

 

“Identify a route map to deliver the full benefits of a shift in power towards local democracy for 

people in Scotland” 

 

It will work to address three objectives: 

4) Investigate a local approach to services and accountability that will improve outcomes in 

Scotland’s communities  

5) Consider the current landscape of democracy in Scotland and how this could be 

strengthened and enriched to benefit local people most   

6) Make recommendations that set a course for putting stronger local democracy at the heart 

of Scotland’s constitutional future   

 

Outputs 

The Commission will carry out its remit in two phases.  

 

Phase 1: Why local democracy is important and what it can achieve 

 

Key output: A clear statement of the benefit to communities of local delivery and democracy 

Key questions to consider: 

-     Why should we do things locally in Scotland, and what benefit does this deliver? 

- What can Scotland learn from other countries about their approach to local democracy? 

-  What do people in Scotland have to say about local democracy? 

- What would better protected, empowered and supported local democracy look like in 

Scotland? 

 

Phase 2: A route map to delivering stronger  local democracy in Scotland 

 

Key output:  An assessment of the key building blocks for change 

Key questions to consider: 

- What are the building blocks we should focus on as part of Scotland’s constitutional future?  

- Who needs to take action to deliver positive change after the Referendum and what should 

they do? 
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Reporting 

The Commission is expected to make interim reports throughout these phases and deliver a report 

to the COSLA Convention in Spring 2014.  It is expected that the conclusions will include:  

a. setting out why local approaches should be pursued and the benefits they derive 

b. identifying the long term characteristics that should underpin better local democracy  

c. establishing the building blocks or barriers to address, including: 

i. improving the constitutional / statutory position of Scottish local government  

ii. a funding process that improves democratic control and accountability locally  

iii. ways of ensuring that there is a joint approach to policy making in Scotland 

 

Guiding Principles 

It is expected that all members of the Commission will be: 

- Ambitious: take a long term view and not be restricted by the current landscape of 

democracy in Scotland 

- Open: enable all views to be heard through evidence gathering and interaction, public 

reporting, and political debate   

- Inclusive: reflect a broad range of interests and views from across communities, local and 

national government,  and wider civic Scotland 

- Questioning: provide a forum for debate but with a common purpose of improving local 

democracy and accountability in Scotland 

- Practical: positively respond to challenges and shape action in pursuit of local  

government’s vision for stronger local democracy 

- Evidence based: support their findings, including by looking at relevant evidence from 

home and abroad and commissioning research where appropriate  
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Scottish Parliament Infor mation C entre l ogo 

COMMISSIONER FOR ETHICAL STANDARDS IN PUBLIC LIFE 
IN SCOTLAND 

This paper was written for the Local Government and Regeneration Committee for its 
evidence session with the Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland on 
his annual report for 2012/13, which was published in September 2013. 

The paper shows how the Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland 
has taken on the functions of predecessor bodies. In examining the annual report this 
paper concentrates on the functions relating to standards in public life. 

THE STANDARDS COMMISSION FOR SCOTLAND 

The Standards Commission for Scotland (SCS) is an independent public body with 
statutory responsibility for encouraging high ethical standards in public life through the 
promotion and enforcement of codes of conduct for councillors and those appointed to the 
Boards of devolved public bodies. The Commission was established by the Ethical 
Standards in Public Life etc. (Scotland) Act 2000 (the 2000 Act).  

The 2000 Act requires Scottish Ministers to produce a model code of conduct for members 
of devolved public bodies and a councillors' code of conduct. The SCS has responsibility 
for issuing Guidance Notes to assist councillors and members in their understanding of 
and compliance with the codes.  

Complaints on possible breaches of the relevant codes of conduct are made initially to the 
Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland. 

COMMISSIONER FOR ETHICAL STANDARDS IN PUBLIC LIFE IN 
SCOTLAND 

Previous bodies 

The 2000 Act also established the post of Chief Investigating Officer whose functions 
included: 

 investigating and reporting to the Standards Commission for Scotland on cases in 
which a Councillor or a member of a devolved public body has, may have or is 
alleged to have contravened their relevant code. 

The functions of this post were subsequently transferred to the Public Standards 
Commissioner for Scotland (PSC), established by the Scottish Parliamentary Commissions 
and Commissioners etc. Act 2010 (the 2010 Act). 
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The 2010 Act also established the Commission for Ethical Standards in Public Life in 
Scotland (the Commission); its function was to support the two statutory members of the 
Commission – the PSC and the Public Appointments Commissioner for Scotland. 

The Public Appointments Commissioner for Scotland was initially established under the 
terms of the Public Appointments and Public Bodies etc. (Scotland) Act 2003 as the 
Commissioner for Public Appointments in Scotland. The functions of this post included: 

 publishing a code of practice to be followed when making non-executive 
appointments to the boards of public bodies 

 examining the practices used during appointment rounds, ensuring they comply with 
the code of practice 

 investigating complaints about the public appointments process 

 monitoring appointments, ensuring they are made fairly and openly and that anyone 
who may be interested in an appointment has the opportunity to apply. 

New body 

In 2013 the Public Services Reform (Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in 
Scotland etc.) Order 2013 (SSI 2013/197) abolished the posts of Public Standards 
Commissioner for Scotland and the Public Appointments Commissioner for Scotland. 

The functions of these two bodies, together with those of the Commission for Ethical 
Standards were transferred to the Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in 
Scotland (CESPLS).  This new office was established on 1 July 2013. 

The present Commissioner is Stuart Allan, who was the former Public Standards 
Commissioner and the acting Public Appointments Commissioner; he will be in post until 
31 March 2014. 

The Commissioner is one of the officers which the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body 
(SPCB) is responsible for appointing. The SPCB is currently in the process of appointing 
the next Commissioner, who will take up their post for five years starting on 1 April 2014. 

The functions of the new body 

In addition to being responsible for investigating complaints about: Councillors; Members 
of devolved Public Bodies and Members of the Scottish Parliament who are alleged to 
have contravened their relevant Code of Conduct, the new Commissioner is also 
responsible for regulating the way appointments are made to the boards of Scotland's 
public bodies. 

In line with his public appointments’ role, on 30 September 2013, the Commissioner 
published a revised Code of Practice for Ministerial Appointments to Public Bodies in 
Scotland. This revision had started with a consultation, on the existing code of practice, 
which had closed on 30 November 2012. An analysis of the consultation responses and 
proposals for revisions to the code was published by the previous Commission in May 
2013. 
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BUSINESS PLAN 

In March 2013, the then Commission for Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland had 
published a business plan covering 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2014. The plan detailed the 
key activities underpinning the Commission’s three strategic objectives, which in turn 
reflected its statutory functions: 

 providing a fair, effective and efficient investigative service of excellence in relation 
to the ethical standards of conduct of MSPs, councillors and members of public 
body boards 

 delivering risk-based, resource-effective scrutiny of the ministerial public 
appointments process and encourage continuous improvement through 
proportionate regulation and supportive guidance 

 creating a leading standards body with effective performance and resource 
management. 

The plan included performance targets for dealing with complaints, for example: 

 initial communication within 5 working days of receipt of complaint (target 90%) 

 initial assessment within 20 working days of receipt of complaint (target 60%) 

 initial assessment within 40 working days of receipt of complaint (target 85%). 

The plan also set out targets for the scrutiny of the appointments process, including: 

 monitor, measure and report on the achievement of Diversity Delivers targets and 
on stakeholder satisfaction with the public appointments process. 

Published in 2008, Diversity Delivers was the first equal opportunities strategy for 
Scotland’s ministerial public appointments process. It set targets for Ministers to increase 
the number of groups which were under-represented on the boards of public bodies in 
Scotland. 

ANNUAL REPORT 

On 20 September 2013, the new Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in 
Scotland published his first annual report. This report covered the activities of the previous 
Commission and the former offices of the Public Standards Commissioner for Scotland 
and the Public Appointments Commissioner for Scotland. 

PUBLIC STANDARDS 

Complaints 

The report lists the number of complaints against Councillors and Members received in the 
three reporting years since 2010/11: 
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A further table details the category of complaint received: 

 

The report also provides details on the outcome of the complaints received: 

 

The reasons given by the Commissioner in the annual report for not pursuing the 111 
complaints, were that after an initial investigation they did not amount to a possible breach 
or that they had limited substance or merit. The decisions database, on the 
Commissioner’s website, contains summary reports on 25 of the complaints which were 
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not pursued between 1 April 2012 and 31 March 2013. These reports are produced for 
cases which the Commissioner considers the decision might be of wider public interest. 

An appendix to the annual report includes details of eight of the complaints against 
councillors which were not considered to be breaches of the code of conduct, but which 
resulted in summary reports. 

In addition 20 complaints against MSPs were recorded by the Commissioner in 2012/13, 
this compares to 16 made in 2011/12 and 30 made in 2100/11. 

The main category of complaint in 2012/13 related to engagement and liaison with 
constituents (13 complaints), while five complaints related to general conduct, one related 
to misrepresentation of MSP’s role and one was about confidentiality requirements. 

On examination the Commissioner found that nineteen of the complaints were inadmissible 
and the final complaint was withdrawn. 

Breaches 

Breaches of the relevant code are reported to the Standards Commission for Scotland.  

The five breaches found in 2012/13 were all made by Councillors: 

 

An appendix to the annual report provides short summaries on these five cases. 

Performance targets 

The annual report includes information on the time taken to complete investigations 
compared to the performance targets given in the Commission’s business plan: 
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All of the Stage 1 (Admissibility) investigations of complaints against MSPs were 
completed within 2 months of the complaint being received; the target was for 75% of 
investigations to be completed within that timescale. 

BUDGET 

The annual report includes basic information on the Commission’s budget for 2012/13, 
which the Parliament had set at £798,000, including savings of £28,000 made by the 
Commission: 

 

The budget approved by the Parliament for 2013/14 is £797,000. 

Francesca McGrath 
Senior Researcher 
22 November 2013 
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